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Cognitive radio (CR) technology has been oﬀered to improve eﬃciency in
bandwidth use and the quality of service (QoS) of heterogeneous wireless networks with varied types of radio systems. As the CR network system grows,
network security has been raised as an area of concern. The topic has yet to be
fully considered and no suitable authentication methods have been identiﬁed.
In this paper, we propose a radio-free mutual authentication protocol for the
CR network. The protocol, named EAP-CRP, adopts the location information
of a mobile terminal as a shared secret for authentication. EAP-CRP has been
designed to satisfy the requirements of wireless network security, conﬁdentiality,
integrity and availability, and is realized as a lightweight and quick-responding
mutual authentication protocol.

1. Introduction
Cognitive radio (CR) technology has been developed as a solution to low usage
of the radio spectrum. It is the key technology that enables ﬂexible, eﬃcient
and reliable spectrum use by adapting the radio’s operating characteristics to
the real-time conditions of the environment. It can utilize the large amount of
unused spectrum in an intelligent way while not interfering with other devices in
frequency bands already licensed for speciﬁc uses.
IEEE 802.22 1),2) is a standard based on CR technology for the Wireless Regional Area Network (WRAN) using white spaces in the TV frequency spectrum
for wireless broadband access in rural areas.
IEEE 1900.4 3) is a standard of CR network architecture. It was established to
improve the overall, composite capacity and quality of service of wireless systems
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in a multiple radio access technologies environment. It also enables CR networks
containing multiple network operators.
Figure 1 shows an architecture of CR for these standards 4) . In order for CR
technology to be successfully deployed and adopted, it is necessary to develop
security solutions for cognitive radios that can address the following operations:
• Selection of the radio spectrum is promised by adaptive spectrum allocation
policies even with the existence of malformed devices that conduct denial of
service (DoS)/jamming attacks by monitoring the radio environment.
• CR components of a mobile terminal (MT) are correctly reconﬁgured by relying
on the behavior of signal-processing units that monitor the environment and
decisions based on spectrum allocation policies.
• Re-authentication is performed while the MT reconﬁgures itself to employ a
diﬀerent radio system when the MT moves from one radio access network
(RAN) to another.
IEEE 802.22 prescribes a security sublayer with speciﬁcations inherited from
the security sublayer of IEEE 802.16e 5) . The sublayer provides a solution against
DoS attacks by incorporating a message authentication scheme to prevent the
existence of rogue MTs. IEEE 802.22 has a network-managed CR architecture
with no negotiation or coordination between MTs and BSs. The architecture
expects a scenario such that each BS controls the MTs it is serving, manages its
use of spectra to avoid interference, and conﬁgures the modulation. Therefore
there is no chance of illegal reconﬁguration of CR components on MTs. The
security manager of IEEE 802.22 incorporates an authentication scheme only
between MT and a BS, but there is no feature for an authentication scheme
between MT and BSs where the MT moves from one BS to another.
IEEE 1900.4 3) proposes a “network-managed and terminal helps” architecture
that assumes the existence of network reconﬁguration managers (NRMs) to decide the spectrum assignments and the terminal reconﬁguration manager (TRM)
to reconﬁgure the CR components of the MT in accordance with the decision
of the NRM. Therefore, the solution for correct reconﬁguration of CR components is provided if an authentication scheme between the TRM of an MT and
the NRM has been prepared. There is no IEEE 1900.4-speciﬁc authentication
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Fig. 1 Cognitive radio architecture.

scheme, so the IEEE 1900.4-based CR network system will apply some existing
authentication schemes standardized for the existing radio systems incorporated
in the CR network system.
The re-authentication process between an MT and a network in the CR system
should be performed seamlessly to provide continuous communication, which is
important for users. It will be even more critical in CR networks that are constructed with several types of RANs such as WiFi, WiMAX 6) and 3G because the
authentication frameworks for various radio technologies, such as IEEE802.11 7)
and WiMAX 6) ), substantially diﬀer from one another. The heterogeneous authentication frameworks in a CR network make seamless communication diﬃcult
for users.
Almost all mutual authentication frameworks require any central AAA servers.
This makes a long authentication process during re-conﬁguration of the radio system because any queries are exchanged between an MT and the servers. These
frameworks also incorporate a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)-based authentication architecture. This requires a certiﬁcate veriﬁcation and key exchange process
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that consumes the computing resources, such as CPU time, network traﬃc and
electric power, of an MT. This causes not only communication delays but also
shortens the lifetime of the MT’s electric power.
Therefore a radio-free and lightweight authentication protocol for CR networks
is required. This should be independent from several radio-speciﬁc authentication
frameworks and should be a lightweight scheme to enable seamless communication and reduce use of the MT’s computing resources.
This paper proposes the Carousel Rotating Protocol (CRP), a radio-free mutual
authentication protocol for CR networks, and a re-authentication protocol based
on it. These protocols are independent of the underlying radio protocols and
can support EAP transport 8)–10) . EAP-CRP, and EAP-CRP re-authentication,
requires only a small amount of the MT’s computing resources because it is based
on pre-shared secret architecture. The re-keying protocol assumes user-speciﬁc
information, such as location information, as a key seed. The keys for authentication and encryption are derived from the historical location registry, named
a Trail, of an MT. The keys are frequently updated as mobile users’ positions
vary. Neither protocol assumes the existence of any central AAA servers.
The next section summarizes works concerning security issues of CR networks
and authentication models for wireless networks. Section 3 shows the concept
of the EAP-CRP and Section 4 describes the EAP-CRP and EAP-CRP reauthentication. Sections 5 and 6 explain the evaluations of the EAP-CRP, for
which there are two main points. One is the evaluation of security requirements
such as ensuring conﬁdentiality, integrity and availability, shown in Section 5.
The other is the performance evaluation of the EAP-CRP and EAP-CRP reauthentication, shown in Section 6.
2. Related Work
2.1 Security in CR Network
With a limited number of works, CR network security appears to be a relatively
uncharted ﬁeld.
The TRIESTE 11) is a framework that provides assurance regarding the operation of a CR to protect against jamming from malformed MTs. It guarantees that
a coalition of autonomous cognitive radios behaves according to acceptable com-
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munal policies. It is composed of three tiers: a general-purpose cognitive radio
layer, the Distributed Spectrum Authority (DSA) layer and the Spectrum Law
Makers (SLM) layer. The SLM regulates the radio spectrum adaptive policies
and the DSAs enforce regulation on the MTs.
Security vulnerabilities in IEEE 802.22 has been discussed 12) , where several
threats on CR, such as DoS, replay attack and so on were reported. Vulnerability
is also described as being caused by the absence of protection of the channel
among the BSs by which the CR system is constructed.
The Primary User Emulation (PUE) attack on CR networks has been discussed 13) . The PUE attack is that, an attacker may modify the air interface to
transmit a signal in the licensed band emulating the primary user’s real transmission. A transmitter veriﬁcation scheme 14) is capable of detecting PUE attacks
and pinpointing the attackers. CR components of an MT must be trusted to
not provide incorrect sensing information/proﬁles and to avoid replacing with
malformed components.
One solution for having a trusted platform is a concept lead by the Trusted
Computing Group 15) . This group promotes enforcing the behavior of platforms in
expected ways by loading the hardware with a unique encryption key inaccessible
to the rest of the system.
2.2 Authentication Model for Wireless Network
This section describes several existing authentication models that serve as a
basis for considering authentication frameworks for the CR network.
2.2.1 Pre-shared Secret Authentication
The 3G/GSM cellular system has its own security model based on a pre-shared
secret key. The key is shared between a mobile device and the Home Location
Register (HLR) 16) . The basic WLAN (IEEE802.11) 7) system also employs a
shared-key authentication scheme. The pre-shared secret key framework requires
less traﬃc in setting up secure communication between two entities than the
server-centric model, described next, but it fails to require a mobile terminal to
check whether the network is the right one to access. If the network expects
protection from man-in-the-middle attacks, mutual authentication and heavy
computation on the device is required.
EAP-SIM 17) is a pre-shared secret (contained on the SIM) authentication
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scheme that uses the EAP framework to achieve a SIM-based challenge/response
authentication between an MT and an AAA server. EAP-AKA 18) can also be
a pre-shared secret-based authentication scheme. It proposes a one-path challenge/response authentication between an MT and an authenticator.
Both EAP-SIM 17) and EAP-AKA 18) require an AAA server to protect the
shared secret and respond with an authentication query from the MT via an access point (AP). It follows the long authentication process during re-conﬁguration
of the radio system because challenge/response messages are always exchanged
between the MT and the server. When an MT moves from one network to
the other, it re-conﬁgures the CR component and consults with the server to
re-generate a key.
2.2.2 Server-centric Authentication
The server-centric model manages all authentication keys on a central authentication server. The IEEE802.11i 19) model does not assume there are any preshared keys. IEEE802.1X 20) accommodates various types of authentication via
the operation of EAP with a central AAA server. EAP-TLS is a TLS-based
extension of the EAP that requires a PKI-based certiﬁcate for both a mobile
terminal and a network. The server-centric model provides authentication independent of a mobile terminal. However, it has drawbacks in terms of the amount
of network traﬃc involved, as well as heavy computational requirements placed
on mobile devices. CR-network traﬃc causes latency in the communications
setup. PKI-based authentication requires heavy CPU usage on both the mobile
device and the network.
WiMAX 6) also deploys a server-centric authentication mechanism that is also
PKI-based authentication 21) . Mutual authentication is required to protect from
attacks, but achieving such protection is expensive due to the use of a certiﬁcate
on an MT.
2.2.3 EAP and its Key Hierarchy
The Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) started as a PPP extension
and prevailed in many diﬀerent scenarios, particularly in wireless network environments, where IP is not necessary over the access links. EAP is a powerful authentication framework that supports multiple and future authentication
mechanisms, such as EAP-SIM, EAP-TLS and EAP-TTLS. EAP incorporates
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a key hierarchy derived from a long-term credential shown in Fig. 2. EAP methods generate a Master Session Key (MSK). A Transient Session Key (TSK),
derived from the MSK, is used for secure transmission between the MT and Authenticator (AU). The key hierarchy also contains an Extended Master Session
Key (EMSK), which is generated at the same time as an MSK is created.
There is discussion on using the EMSK and the hierarchy based on the EMSK
as a re-authentication key, named a Re-authentication Integrity Key (rIK), for
handover 22) . The EAP-ER is proposed as the EAP eﬃcient re-authentication
protocol using the EMSK-based key hierarchy. However, it is diﬃcult for the CR
network, which requires a quick reconﬁguration when an MT moves from one BS
to another, to adopt the EAP-ER because the protocol needs a protocol overhead
to acquire a re-authentication key (rRK) from the AAA server and the overhead
lowers the QoS of the network.
3. Basic Concept

Fig. 2 EAP key hierarchy.

3.1 Location and Trail
Whenever an MT makes communication using a CR network system composed
of several types of BSs, the MT connects to one of the BSs which its signal can
reach. If there are several signal-reachable BSs, the connecting BS is chosen from
the set of the signal-reachable ones by the assignment policies of the CR system.
The location of the MT is deﬁned by the ID of the connecting BS. The location
is changed due to the movement of the MT or the change of the connecting BSs
by the assignment policies. Therefore the historical registry of the location chain,
named a trail, is eventually updated according to the activity of the MT. The
location and the trail can also be recorded by both the MT and the network
system.
An MT’s trail can be assumed to be diﬀerent from that of any other MT. The
trail, therefore, can be considered as a shared secret between the MT and the
wireless network system.
3.2 Carousel and Its Synchronization
A carousel is a data structure that is a circular list of cells with each cell capable
of containing location information regarding an MT’s trail. A visual representation of a carousel (shared between two entities) is presented in Fig. 3, where the
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Fig. 3 Carousel and its synchronization.

“top” cell represents the entry point to the carousel. When new location information is entered into the carousel, it is placed into the entry point cell, and the
carousel is rotated by a random number of cells. Any old location information
stored in the entry point is overwritten by new information.
Both an MT and a wireless network system will share a carousel corresponding
to the MT’s trail. We use this carousel as a credential to establish a shared
authentication key between the two entities. The key-generation function pro-
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3.3 Key Hierarchy of EAP-CRP
Figure 4 shows the EAP-CRP key hierarchy, which is based on that of the
EAP shown in Fig. 2.
The MT carousel is adopted as the credential of the key hierarchy. However, the
carousel does not appear be long-term because it has been periodically changed
with the movement of the MT. The MSK is created after the synchronization
of the carousel between the MT and the network system. The TSK is used for
making the channel secure. The EMSK is a root of the hierarchy of keys for
re-authentication between the MT and the authenticator.
4. Carousel Rotating Protocol

Fig. 4 EAP-CRP key hierarchy.

duces the same key independently of each carousel, as keys are created when new
location information is placed in the carousel following the MT’s movement.
Prior to establishing shared keys, the carousels need to be synchronized. Here,
synchronization refers to arranging both carousels so their cells are in the same
order. Clearly, as the MT’s carousel rotates, and location information is written to the entry cell, the two carousels become unsynchronized, thus requiring
resynchronization.
Resynchronization is a process by which the second entity rotates its carousel
to the same conﬁguration as the ﬁrst entity. During resynchronization, the ﬁrst
entity generates an authentication key from the carousel and sends a challenge to
the second. The second entity generates a key by rotating the carousel, attempts
to decode the challenge, and continues to rotate until decoding is successful.
Upon successful decoding, the second entity responds to the ﬁrst. We note that
keys derived from synchronized carousels will support mutual authentication.
EAP-CRP is the protocol for the resynchronization of carousels between two
entities.
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This section describes the EAP-based carousel rotating protocol (EAPCRP) that uses the carousel for mutual authentication and the EAP-CRP reauthentication protocol that enables re-authentication without consulting an
AAA server.
4.1 Initial Carousel Setup
The initial setup of a carousel between an MT and the network should be
performed during an initial setting process when the MT subscribes to a network
operator. The initial setting process should be performed via wired connection
and by using several network security methods, which has been established as a
secure means of protecting against adversaries.
4.2 Location-converting Function
Both an MT and the network system have a hash function for converting the
location information to a value. The cells in the carousel store the hashed value
L calculated by the function L = HASH (Loc, R), where Loc is a location and R
is a random value passed by the EAP-CRP. This function is useful for protecting
against issues such as carousel disclosure, authenticating immobile devices and
privacy of the mobile user.
4.3 EAP-CRP Protocol
This section describes EAP-CRP shown in Fig. 5. The BSn has the role of
authenticator of the network system. There is a location registry (LR) to manage
the carousel of an MT either by holding its data or by the link to an authenticator
having the data. It is assumed that a secure communication path is established
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Fig. 5 EAP-CRP protocol.

between the nodes, such as BSn and LR.
The protocol between an MT and BS1 is as follows:
1)
BS1 → MT: IdentityREQ()
IdentityREQ() is sent from an BS1 to MT.
2)
MT → BS1: AuthREQ (IDMT )
MT responds to the identity request with its identity information (ID).
It then triggers mutual authentication between MT and the network using
carousels. BS1 → LR: InqREQ (IDMT )
3)
BS1 asks for the carousel of MT with ID to the LR. LR acquires this from
other authenticators if it does not have the carousel.
4)
LR → BS1: InqREP (IDMT , CRMT )
LR responds to BS1 with the carousel.
5)
BS1 → MT: RotateREQ({R1 ||MAC1 }KN )
BS1 generates an authentication key KN from the carousel and sends a challenge to MT. R1 is a random value and MAC1 is a message authentication
code derived from it.
A) Undergoes a random carousel rotation
B) Derives an authentication key KN from the carousel
C) Encrypts {R1 ||MAC1 } by KN
6)
MT → BS1: RotateREP({R1 || R2 || MAC2 }KM )
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MT decodes the cipher message by an authentication key generated by the
carousel. If the decode fails, MT rotates the carousel once and decodes the
message until it succeed. MT then replies back to BS1 with the corresponding cipher message encoded by the authentication key that is successfully
decoded. MAC2 is a message authentication code derived from R2 .
A) Undergoes one-step carousel rotation
B) Derives an authentication key from the carousel
C) Decrypts the received cipher message by the key
D) When the authentication by MAC1 succeeds, MT obtains R1 from
the message and stores L = HASH (location, R1 ) into the carousel
entry.
E) Derives an authentication key KM  from the carousel
F)
Encrypt {R1 ||R2 ||MAC2 } by KM 
7)
BS1 → MT: AuthREP({R2 || MAC2 }KN  )
BS1 decodes the received cipher message by inserting MT’s new location information into the carousel, and then replies back to MT for authentication
success. Mutual authentication succeeds by this message exchange.
A) Stores L = HASH (location, R1 ) in the carousel entry
B) Derives an authentication key KN  from the carousel and decrypts
the received cipher message with key KN 
C) Encrypt {R2 || MAC2 } by KN 
8)
BS1 → LR: Notify (IDMT , location)
BS1 notiﬁes LR of the carousel location of MT.
MT and BS1 succeed in mutual authentication and each side generates MSK
and EMSK from the carousel and uses the keys for communication across the
secure channel.
4.4 EAP-CRP Re-authentication
The details for EAP-CRP re-authentication shown in Fig. 6 are as follows:
9)
BS2 → MT: IdentityREQ()
IdentityREQ() is sent from BS2 to MT.
10) MT → BS2: ReAuthREQ({R3 || IDBS1 }rIK)
MT triggers re-authentication to BS2 using a message containing the name
of the re-authentication integrity key rIK which is created when the ﬁrst
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Fig. 7 Model of CR network area.
Fig. 6 EAP-CRP re-authentication protocol.

11)

12)

13)

mutual authentication was established between MT and BS1. The rIK key
is used for integrity protection.
BS2 → BS1: EAP!ReAuthREQ({R3 || IDBS1 }rIK)
BS2 follows the authentication protocol with BS1. BS2 sends a challenge
to BS1.
BS1 → BS2: EAP!ReAuthREP({R3 ||R4 }rIK, rMSK)
BS1 receives a re-authentication challenge and responds with the message
{R3 ||R4 }rIK and rMSK.
BS2 → MT: ReAuthREP({R3 ||R4 }rIK)
BS2 sends the message {R3 ||R4 }rIK to MT. After the protocol ﬁnishes,
both the BS2 and MT have the same rMSK and the secure channel has
been established by using rMSK.

5. Evaluation of Wireless Security Requirements of EAP-CRP
The NIST-SP 800-48 23) shows the potential threats and attacks in wireless
networks. It also shows that the prime objectives of the security practice are
ensuring conﬁdentiality, integrity and availability of the network system. This
section describes how to ensure the requirements.
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5.1 Conﬁdentiality of EAP-CRP
Conﬁdentiality is the property by which information is not made available or
disclosed to unauthorized entities. The conﬁdentiality of EAP-CRP is based on
the diﬃculty that an adversary is faced with when attempting to reproduce an
equivalent carousel. There are two steps for reproducing the carousel. First, an
adversary tries to acquire a trail of a target MT by methods such as inferring
the trail or tracing after the target MT to monitor the location. If the adversary
succeeds in having the trail of the target MT, it tries to produce an equivalent
carousel of the target from that trail.
The following sections describe the complexity of each of the steps.
5.1.1 Trail Complexity
This section describes the diﬃculty an adversary faces in inferring the trail of
an MT.
1) Location Model
We assume a model of the area covered by a CR network system. The model
is ﬁlled with hexagons, each of which has the same size. There are several types
of BSs, such as 3G, WLAN and PAN, constructing the CR network system in
the area, and each BS has its own signal-covering region whose size depends on
the type of BS (Fig. 7). There may be several regions overlapped on a hexagon.
The RS(H) means a set of BSs whose region overlaps the hexagon H. The
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density, noted as Density(H), of the hexagon is deﬁned as the number of BSs
on which an MT can connect at hexagon H.
The trail of the MT is deﬁned as:
T railMT ≡ rsn rsn−1  · · · rs1
where rsi ∈ RS(Hi )
The Hi is the hexagon where the MT makes communication using the CR network. When an adversary tries to infer the trail of the MT, it has to know the Hi
where the MT was when the MT made the communication and the rsi to which
the MT was connected at that time. The diﬃculty in identifying the next H depends on the number of choices of hexagon where the MT makes communication,
and depends on the activity of the MT owner. The diﬃculty in knowing the rsi
depends on the density of Hi .
The next two sections discuss the arithmetic approach to quantifying both
diﬃculties.
2) Choice of Hexagons
The choice of hexagon is the measurement of the number of hexagons where
the next communication was made by an MT. This is derived from the relation
of the speed of the user of the MT and the interval between two communications
using the MT. The relation, named call-to-mobility-ratio ρ, is deﬁned as:
λc
ρ=
λm
where λc is the interval time between two communications and λm is the interval
time between the ﬁrst communication and the time when the user moves out of
the hexagon.
The probability distribution function that an MT crosses the K hexagons between two communications is as follows 24) :
⎧
∗
1 − fm
(λc )
⎪
⎨
1−
K=0
ρ
∝ (K)
1
⎪
∗
∗
⎩ [1 − fm
(λc )]2 [fm
(λc )]K−1 K > 0
ρ
The fm described above is the density function of the period of the residence
in a hexagon. Therefore, the expectation K  of the number of hexagons that the
mobile device crosses between two communications is:
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K =

K



α (k) k

k=0

Finally, the expectation of the choice of hexagons within the K  crossings is the
number of hexagons where the user resides within K  steps. The number, which
is the choice of hexagons, is deﬁned as N (K  ), such as:




N (K ) =

K


6i + 1

i=1

3) Density of a hexagon
The density of a hexagon is the measurement of the number of BSs in a hexagon.
A region Si covered by a BS is as follows:
where ri is a radius of an area rsi ∈ RS(H)
Si = πri2
The density of H is deﬁned as follows:
Density(H) =

n
n
1
1 2
Si =
πr
S i=1
S i=1 i

where n = |RS(H)|

The real RS(H) is aﬀected by the physical layout of BSs. In this paper, therefore, we suppose the mean of the density of all hexagons, such that:
n

E(H) =

1
Density(Hi )
n i=1

4) Result of Trail Complexity
The trail complexity, noted as TC, is deﬁned as follows:
T C = (N (K  ) · E(H))n
where n is the length of the trail
5) Evaluation of Protecting Trail
The N (K  ) depends on the value of ρ and V , a variance of the speed of the
movement of an MT. We assumed that the speed is distributed according to
the gamma-distribution to simplify the calculation. Table 1 shows the N (K  )
according to the ρ and the variance V .
Figure 8 shows the relation between the trail length and the trail complexity
of the case shown in Table 1, where the E(H) would be 1, which indicates a
simple wireless network system. Even in case 1 or 2, which are slow user models,
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Table 1 Ratio, variance and choice of hexagons.

information entered into the carousel such that all n cells in the carousel would
be overwritten by location information after m rounds of movement. Carousel
complexity is the complement of the set, PS, which describes cases where at least
one cell of the carousel would keep its initial random bits. Lastly, we deﬁne US
to be the set of every potential case of assigned information. The US contains
nm assignments. We may consider PS to also be the union of the sets, PSi ,
where PSi is the set of assignments such that only i cells maintain the initial
bits. Obviously, i < n. Therefore, we can deﬁne the following:
CCnm = nm −

n−1

i=1

n
m
CCn−i
i

n
i

Fig. 8 Trail complexity.

the key management can take high conﬁdentiality even if the trail is short.
5.2 Carousel Complexity
1) Model and Result of Carousel Complexity
This section describes the diﬃculty of reproducing a carousel. Assume that an
adversary succeeds in identifying the trail of the target MT by using any of the
attacks described above. Due to the uncertainty of the initial random bits, the
adversary cannot construct the same carousel unless every cell of the carousel
is overwritten by location information. Therefore we have to consider a case in
which the adversary is trying to build the carousel after m(>= n) rounds of
movement (where n is the carousel length).
We deﬁne carousel complexity, CCnm , as the number of assignments of location
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means the combination of i cells that retain the initial random bits. Clearly:
CC2m = 2m − 2
The probability, P Rnm , that all n cells in the carousel will be overwritten by
location information within m rounds of movement is deﬁned as:
CC m
P Rnm = mn
n
2) Evaluation of Protecting Carousel
Figure 9 shows the carousel complexity according to the length n of the
carousel and the number of rounds m of rotation. And Fig. 10 plots the probability that all cells of a carousel are ﬁlled with location information after m
rounds of user movements.
Figure 10 shows that it is probable that the carousel contains unpredictable
random bits if it is long enough. It means that an adversary cannot reproduce
the carousel even if it has long rounds of trail of the target MT.
Additionally, Fig. 9 shows that if the carousel of the MT is long enough, the
carousel is well-protected even though the adversary has a very long trail by
tracing and monitoring the target MT.
5.2.1 Estimating Suﬃcient Length of Carousel
In this section, we estimate the length of carousel that would be suﬃcient to
protect against a carousel-reproducing attack.
Our target conﬁdentiality level is 2128 because 128 is currently recognized as
the length of a suﬃciently strong key for the current generation of symmetric
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Fig. 9 Carousel complexity.

Fig. 10 Probability of case that carousel is ﬁlled with location.
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ciphers. Using our derivations outlined earlier, we have assessed that a carousel
containing at least 35 cells is suﬃcient for providing our target level of security,
as shown in Fig. 9.
Figure 10 shows the probability in the case of n = 35. This means that an
adversary needs to move along with a mobile user more than 190 ( n) rounds
to have the same location information in the carousel. We can conclude that it is
diﬃcult for an adversary to duplicate a carousel both when m is small (m < 35)
and also when m is large (m >= 35).
The length n = 35 aﬀects the performance evaluation of the EAP-CRP.
5.3 Integrity of EAP-CRP
Integrity is the property with which a message is not modiﬁed or corrupted in
transit between an MT and a network system. The integrity of the EAP-CRP
depends on the diﬃculty of cracking messages between the MT and a BS. If
the MT and BS cannot connect directly with each other, the malicious device
deployed by an adversary can intrude between them and crack messages passed
to each other, which is called a man-in-the-middle attack.
We assume that the malicious device cannot know the carousel of the legal
device. Though the malicious device may try to modify the messages of the EAPCRP, the MT and the BS can detect modiﬁed messages because the messages are
encrypted with a message authentication code (MAC). Therefore, the MT and
the BS can drop these modiﬁed messages to protect the EAP-CRP.
Additionally, though the malicious device may illegally drop the EAP-CRP
messages, the legal device and legal BS can keep synchronization such as:
1.
Even if the malicious device drops AuthREQ(), RotateREQ() or RotateREP() message, both the MT and the BS can stop the authentication
process. The carousel synchronization will be protected because the old
carousel will be kept.
2.
Even if the malicious device drops AuthREP() message, both the MT and
the BS have ﬁnished synchronization of the carousel. Both may conﬁrm
the synchronization by passing messages.
5.4 Availability of EAP-CRP
Availability is the property of being accessible and usable upon demand by an
authorized entity. A denial of network availability of the EAP-CRP arises from
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corrupting carousel synchronization. An adversary may deploy a fake device of a
target MT starting the illegal authentication request. It may also deploy a fake
BS that sends illegal reply messages to the target MT that tries to authenticate.
These kinds of malicious device attacks will fail unless the device has a correct
carousel of the target MT. An adversary may deploy a malicious device that
tries a man-in-the-middle attack, and a device deployed between the MT and BS
may illegally stop relaying the EAP-CRP messages. Section 5.2 describes the
protection against corrupting carousel synchronization by the attack.
A replay attack is a method by which an adversary tries to be in disguise
as the MT by re-sending a correct sequence of messages. By the man-in-themiddle attack described above, the malicious device can sniﬀ correct messages
and stop relaying messages. The malicious device can send the sniﬀed messages
to the target MT. However, when it sends the RotateREP() message, the BS will
drop the message because it does not contain a random value R1 created by the
target MT at each authentication process and passed to the BS via RotateREQ()
message. Therefore the replay attacks from the malicious devices always fail.
6. Evaluation of Performance of EAP-CRP
Performance evaluation of the EAP-CRP was conducted by focusing on the relative diﬀerence between the results of experiments performed by using prototype
implementation or network simulation software.
6.1 Prototype Environment
Evaluation was made on platforms as follows:
• Mobile Terminal
CPU: Intel Centrino, 1.7 GHz
OS: Ubuntu 9.01
• BS (Authenticator)
CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo
OS: Ubuntu 9.01
We built a prototype implementation of the EAP-CRP.
adopted on the implementation are as follows:
• Encrypt/Decrypt of packet
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Cipher algorithms

Fig. 11 CPU usage of MT for EAP-CRP.

AES-CBC128
• Message digest function for key generation
SHA-1
The EAP-CRP implementation links with the commonly used OpenSSL crypto
library.
For the experiment, the length of carousel n is set to 35, as described in Section 5.1.3.
6.2 CPU Usage on Mobile Terminal
This section shows the results of an examination of CPU usage on an MT when
the EAP-CRP is executed between the MT and a BS. The CPU usage of the
MT depends on the times of carousel rotation at 6), in Section 4.3.
Figure 11 shows the relation between CPU usage and the times of rotation
of the carousel of an MT. Each vertical line and corresponding symbol plots the
CPU usage on the MT when the respective times of rotation are up to 2, 4, 8,
16 and 35. The symbols MEAN, MIN and MAX respectively specify the mean,
maximum and minimum of the result of 10 examinations. WORST shows the
CPU usage for which the times of rotation are always the same as the upper
bound; i.e., 2, 4, 6, 8, 16 and 35. Figure 12 appends the CPU usage of EAP-
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Fig. 13 Response time of EAP-CRP.

Fig. 12 CPU usage of MT for EAP-CRP and TLS.

TLS to that of EAP-CRP in Fig. 11. The value of the CPU usage of EAP-TLS
diﬀers widely from that of EAP-CRP. If the MT adopts a low-performance CPU,
the CPU usage of EAP-TLS will be scaled up and the TLS process will place
pressure on total the performance of the MT. In contrast, EAP-CRP will not
aﬀect the performance of the MT even if it mounts a low-power CPU. And the
EAP-CRP requires such a small amount of CPU usage that it helps to save the
electric power of the MT.
6.3 Response Time of Authentication
This section shows the results of an evaluation of the response time of EAPCRP. Figure 13 shows the set of the elapsed times caused by 20 trials of
the program. The elapsed times of the TLS examined by a TLS evaluating
program are also shown in Fig. 14 for comparison. The TLS evaluating program
performs mutual authentication that requires both the server certiﬁcate and client
certiﬁcate.
There are three types of values in Figs. 13 and 14, “Real” shows the response
time for accomplishing authentication by each protocol. “User” shows the time
elapsed on an authentication program running in a user mode. “Sys” shows the
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Fig. 14 Response time of TLS.

time elapsed in a kernel mode such as system call operations. The time, the
diﬀerence between Real and the sum of User and Sys, is the time during whch
the evaluation program had stopped being caused by blocking I/O, preemption
and so on, called a “blocked” time hereinafter.
Table 2 shows the means of each value. The sys times of EAP-CRP and TLS
are almost the same. This means there is no diﬀerence regarding the kernel mode
operation between EAP-CRP and TLS.
The EAP-CRP “user” time is fairly negligible and that of the TLS is relatively
large. This is because the TLS requires a server authentication process on an MT
using the server certiﬁcate sent from a BS. The process is a PKI-based execution
composed by complex formulas. On the contrary, EAP-CRP is shared-key-based
mutual authentication process which uses only a lightweight cipher algorithm
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Table 2 Means of times (sec).

Fig. 16 Packet loss during re-authentication.

Fig. 15 Data transfer between MT and BS.

and message-digest algorithm.
The “blocked” time of the TLS also is larger than that of EAP-CRP. One of the
reasons for the blocking is that the MT waits for receiving packets via a wireless
network from the BS during authentication. The TLS requires heavy message
passing during the authentication phase. On the contrary, EAP-CRP requires
less traﬃc on wireless networks when the authentication took place between the
MT and the BS. Figure 15 shows that the bytes of packets transferred during
the authentication phase of EAP-CRP and TLS.
In total, the “real” time of EAP-CRP is much smaller than that of the TLS
because of the lower amount of messages passed and the non-requirement of
the PKI algorithms. Therefore EAP-CRP makes a quick response for mutual
authentication.
6.4 Response Time of Re-authentication
In earlier work, we reported that the EAP-CRP re-authentication protocol
works well during the handover of an MT between two BSs 25) .
This section describes the evaluation of the EAP-CRP re-authentication protocol compared to EAP-ER 22) .
Suppose that an MT has been communicating on the CR network using BS1.
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When the MT decides to switch over BS2 from BS1 due to reasons such as a lost
of signal of the BS1 due to moving of the MT, the MT must re-conﬁgure itself as
quickly as possible to maintain the QoS of the communication channel between
the MT and the CR network. Slow-responding re-authentication is one of the
obstacles of the re-conﬁguration process.
We evaluate the decline of QoS of a VoIP application program on the wireless
network during the re-authentication process. The VoIP application program
transfers packets that contain the modulated audio by using an audio codec such
as G.711 26) or G.729 27) . The packets are transferred every 25 milliseconds on
RTP to maintain the quality of the audio communication.
Figure 16 shows the number of missing packets of the VoIP application disturbed by the re-authentication process. The solid line indicates the lost packets
caused by the EAP-CRP re-authentication. The dashed line means the lost packets caused by the EAP-ER re-authentication 22) . Symbols such as the triangle
and diamond indicate when the re-authentication occurred. The name of each
line, such as CRP (x, y) and ER (x, y), represents the type of protocol. The x
means the assumption of response time, in milliseconds, of short-range transmission, such as between BS1 and BS2, and the y indicates a query to an AAA
server that is necessary on the EAP-ER.
As shown in Fig. 16, the EAP-CRP re-authentication drops a smaller amount
of application packets than the EAP-ER. This is because the EAP-CRP re-
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authentication processes a re-authentication query in a short period of time rather
than re-authentication methods that require AAA servers such as EAP-ER. Our
assumption based on the evaluation is that the response time of the AAA server
will not be less than 5 milliseconds because the AAA server, which is a trust
anchor of the wireless network system security, will be centered on the network
system.
As a result, the EAP-CRP maintains the QoS of communication better than
the EAP-ER. This is true unless the AAA server responds as quickly as the
short-range transmission.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed EAP-CRP as a radio-free mutual authentication
method. EAP-CRP and EAP-CRP re-authentication achieve a mutual authentication protocol for the CR network system for the following reasons:
1.
EAP-CRP is independent architecture for any radio system. There is no
need to implement several authentication methods on an MT to support
the heterogeneous CR system.
2.
EAP-CRP is lightweight because it requires little CPU usage on the MT
and a lower number of packet transmissions.
3.
EAP-CRP and EAP-CRP re-authentication perform the authentication
process quickly so that it does not degrade the QoS of the CR system.
We explained that the EAP-CRP is fully conﬁdential because it is diﬃcult for
an adversary to reproduces an MT carousel if the carousel is long enough. We
estimated that the carousel length should be greater than 35. EAP-CRP also
obtains the integrity and availability of the wireless network security.
The ﬁrst step of the CR system anticipates already-deployed wireless networks
such as 3G and WiFi and focuses on the handover between them. The reauthentication procedure of the CR system is designed to follow legacy wireless
system methods. The next-generation CR system, which is designed not only
for the handover but also changing the spectrum/radio system in a short period
of time, will not be allowed to adopt a long authentication process. EAP-CRP
enables a short authentication process and will ﬁt the authentication method of
the next-generation CR. Therefore we are planning to make EAP-CRP a stan-
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dard authentication method for the CR system, such as by proposing it to the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).
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